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On Thanksgiving
Tempus fugit (Time flies.). This year is approaching its end. Farmers, whose agricultural yields are highly
weather-dependent, have experienced another annual cycle of spring seed-ploughing, summer field-weeding, autumn crop-harvesting, and winter food-storing. The soil needs to get a break in the winter after the autumn harvest.
They thank God for the blessing, the good weather over the year and pray for peace and prosperity for the coming
year.
It is customary for farmers in North America to set up food stands in downtown streets in November and give
away cooked corns to passers-by in celebration of their abundant harvests and share their gratitude to God.
As the saying goes, “He who receives favor from others may not necessarily know their favor; he who knows
people’s favor onto him may not necessarily feel obliged to thank favor-givers; he who feels obliged to thank favor
-givers may not necessarily know to return the favor to givers; he who knows to return the favor may not necessarily be willing to do others a favor.
Just imagine how many people and how many things deserve our
thanks each day. How much favor we have received from others each
day? From the time we wake up, we need to thank God for extending
another day of our life. Have we ever said thanks to the sun, the air and
the water we have each day? We cannot even survive without them.
The rice, congee, bread, egg, butter, cereals, juice, jelly, soybean milk
or side dishes take farmers months of toils to give us our daily breakfast.
Any act of God, such as typhoon, earthquake, drought and some others,
will make their investment of labor and crops go down the drain. While
we are enjoying the delicious meals, have we ever thought of the onethird of the world population living in hunger? Many people serve us
each day, have we ever paid them adequately for their labor? Are we still
whining about and dissatisfied with their service?
Without the dedication of our precursors, we won’t be able to enjoy
the benefits they have left us. We were born naked and penniless. Whatever we have or enjoy is the grace from others. Be contented, be appreciative, and be grateful for everything. When everyone knows to give
thanks to others, everyone will then live a peaceful and prosperous life.
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Inspirational Quotes ▄㉦乃岏
LIVE YOUR DREAMS BY LES BROWN
[₼㠖劊巾㨦⮌噾

1. ଓფགྷ!
Follow your dreams!
2. চፊම্ၸգޑΓǶ
Forgive those who have hurt you.
3. চፊԾρ܌ҍޑၸᒱ٠ᝩុӛᗌǶ
Forgive yourself for your faults and your mistakes and move on.
4. চፊԾρǶ

Forgive yourself.
5. ᆶԋфޑΓҬܻ϶Ǵ٠ӛдॺፎԋфϐၰǶ
Get acquainted with successful people and ask what drives them.
6. ΑှձΓ഻գবᗺǶ
Get to know what other people like about you.
7. עᄬགྷቪӧર٠ӳӳࣴزǹόाకϐӵ௯➜Ƕ
Get your ideas on paper and study them. Do not let them go to
waste!
8. ठΚܭգޑფགྷǴ٠༈ԶՉǶ
Give yourself to your dream and follow wherever it takes you.

9. аܤ௭ځךፔϐЈଓգޑფགྷǶ
Go after your dream with a sense of entitlement.
10. Ҟόࢂό୍ჴሞฝሪкବԄޑགྷǶҞѸࢂВύڀᡏ
ёՉޑБਢǴЪϪӝჴሞǶ
Goals are not dreamy, pie-in-the-sky ideals. They have every day
practical applications and they should be practical.
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